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Construction and Decoding of a Class of 
Algebraic Geometry Codes 
J0RN JUSTESEN, KNUD J. LARSEN, H. ELBR0ND JENSEN, 
ALLAN HAVEMOSE, AND TOM HOHOLDT 
Abstract -We construct a class of codes derived from algebraic plane 
curves. The concepts and results from algebraic geometry we use are 
explained in detail, and no further knowledge of algebraic geometry is 
needed. Parameters, generator and parity-check matrices are given. The 
main result is a decoding algorithm which turns out to be a generalization 
of the Peterson algorithm for decoding BCH codes. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
N 1977 Goppa wrote a seminal paper [l] describing the I connection between coding theory and algebraic geome- 
try. This connection was further developed by Goppa in 
[2] and [3] and has led to remarkable results. In particular, 
the paper by Tsfasman et al. [4] contains a presentation of 
a sequence of codes over GF(q) (with q = pZr) ,  which 
exceeds the Gilbert-Varshamov bound for q 2 49. 
Since then, a number of papers dealing with algebraic 
geometry codes have appeared [5]-[9]. Most of these pa- 
pers require extensive knowledge of algebraic geometry. 
One of the motivations for the present paper was to use 
the ideas of Goppa without the heavy machinery of alge- 
braic geometry. The aim has been to construct codes, 
based on algebraic curves, in a rather elementary way and, 
further, to find possible simple decoding procedures for 
these codes. 
The code construction uses only polynomials and points 
of a plane curve; many good codes are constructed in this 
way. Thus the construction is elementary, but we still need 
results from algebraic geometry to carry through some of 
the proofs (in Section 11). 
Moreover, for these codes it is possible to derive a 
simple decoding algorithm which conceptually involves 
only the solution of a system of linear equations. The 
algorithm contains as a special case the Peterson algorithm 
for decoding of Reed-Solomon codes. 
The decoding algorithm is the main result of the paper. 
The idea behind it was recently generalized by Skoroboga- 
tov and Vladut [lo] to cover codes from arbitrary algebraic 
curves. 
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The paper is organized as follows. Section I1 describes 
the code construction, giving the parameters and generator 
and parity-check matrices. Section 111 contains a number 
of examples of curves yielding good codes, while in Section 
IV we give the decoding algorithm and prove that it works. 
In Section V we apply the decoding method to some of 
the codes from Section 111. Finally, Section VI contains a 
discussion of the method. 
11. THE CODE CONSTRUCTIONS 
Let F = GF(q) be the finite field with q elements, and 
let F, be the algebraic closure of F. A projective point is 
an equivalence class of nonzero 3-tuples (x, y ,  z )  over Fl 
under the relation ( x l ,  y,, z,)  = (x2, y,, z 2 )  if and only if 
(iff) there exists a X E Fl such that X ( x , ,  y,, z , )  = 
(x2, y2 ,  z2) .  A projective point will be denoted by 
((x, y ,  z ) ) .  The set of projective points is called the projec- 
tive plane over F, and is denoted P 2 .  A plane curve C, or 
C(x, y ,  z), in P 2  is a homogeneous polynomial in three 
variables with coefficients in F. A point of C is a projec- 
tive point ((x, y ,  z ) )  E P 2 ,  such that C(x, y ,  z )  = 0. Since 
in the following all curves considered are plane curves, we 
will refer to them simply as curues. 
The curve C is irreducible (resp. absolutely irreducible), 
if C( x, y ,  z )  cannot be factored in two nontrivial homoge- 
neous polynomials with coefficients from F (resp. coeffi- 
cients from an algebraic extension of F ) .  A point 
((x, y ,  2)) on the curve C is called singular if all the 
partial derivatives C;,C;,C: are zero at this point. The 
curve C is called regular if all points on the curve are 
nonsingular. It can be seen that a regular curve is abso- 
lutely irreducible. A rational point Q on the curve C is a 
point, which has a representant (x,, y,, z,),  for which 
C(x,, y,, z , )  = 0 and for which all three coordinates be- 
long to F. 
Let us now consider an irreducible curve C of degree m 
with rational points P,, P2; . e ,  P,. For each of these points 
we choose a specific “representation,” e.g. the one for 
which the first nonzero coordinate is 1. These points in F 3  
are denoted by P;, Pi,.. 0 ,  P,’. For any number j < q, let 
V ,  denote the vector space over F consisting of the zero 
polynomial and all homogeneous polynomials with degree 
j and with coefficients in F. 
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We now define two linear codes G,( j )  and H,( j )  over 
GF(q) as follows: 
G,( j )  = ( (f( P; ) ). . . f( 1) If E V ,  ) (2.1) 
H , ( j )  = G , ( j ) ' .  (2.2) 
Our first task is to find-or estimate-the parameters of 
these codes, that is, their length, dimension, and minimum 
distance. We shall do this in three steps where each step 
emphasizes the assumptions and the results from algebraic 
geometry needed to obtain the stated results. We first need 
the theorem of Bezout, which we quote from [ll ,  p. 112.1 
Bezout's Theorem: Let F and G be projective plane 
curves of degrees m and n ,  respectively. Assume that F 
and G have no common component. The number of points 
in F n G ,  counted with multiplicities, is mn. 
Theorem 1: Let k be the dimension and d the minimum 
distance of the code G,( j ) .  We have 
d 2 n - mj. (2.3) 
Suppose that n > mj. If j < m ,  then 
and if j 2 m, then 
j + 2  j - m + 2  
k = (  2 I-( 2 1- 
Proof: Let f~ V,. If C is a factor of f, then the 
codeword corresponding to f is 0. Otherwise, since C is 
irreducible, the Bezout theorem states that f and C have 
at most mj points in common. This gives (2.3). 
The dimension of the vector space y is the number of 
different terms xJlyJ~zJ3, where j ,  + j ,  + j ,  = j .  By the 
formula for combinations with repetitions (take j out of 3 
with repetitions) we have 
d i m y = (  j + 2  ). 
Consider the linear map from V ,  to G,( j )  given by 
f -+ (fm)?. . . ?  f (P3) .  (2.7) 
Since n > mj, it follows from the Bezout Theorem that an 
element f E v/ is mapped to 0 if and only if f has C as a 
factor. If j < rn, the claim (2.4) now follows from (2.6). If 
j 2 m ,  the dimension of the kernel for (2.7) is 
and (2.5) follows from (2.6). 
As we shall later see, the length of the considered codes 
can in many cases be determined by direct calculations, 
either by hand or by computer. On the theoretical level we 
emphasize the following well-known result [ 121. 
Serre's Improvement of the Weil Bound: Let n denote 
the length of the codes G,( j )  and H,( j ) .  If the curve C is 
absolutely irreducible, then 
( J  - : + 2  I 7  
n 4 + I  + s l 2 f i J  (2.8) 
where g is the genus of the curve C. 
The genus g of a curve is a number which can be 
calculated, and if C is regular, this number is 
g = (1 /2 ) (  m - I ) (  m - 2) .  (2.9) 
This number also appears in (2.5). Calculations give 
= ( 1 / 2 ) (  j + 2)( j + 1) - (1 /2 ) (  j - rn + 2)(  j - m + I)  
= mj - ( 1 / 2 ) ( m  - I ) ( m  - 2 )  + I .  
For a regular curve and j 2 m ,  the dimension for G,( j )  is 
therefore 
k = m j -  g +l.  (2.10) 
Direct calculations show that (2.10) also holds in the cases 
j = m - 1  and j = m - 2 .  
What is left to consider is the minimum distance of the 
code H,( j ) .  Again the genus g of the curve is an essential 
term in the result, in this case as a consequence of the 
proof, which uses the Riemann-Roch theorem stated next 
[13, ch. 111. The approach in the proof of Theorem 2 is 
from [ 8 ] ,  which also explains the concepts involved. 
Riemann-Roch Theorem: Let C be an algebraic curve 
of genus g,  and let D be any divisor. If degree( D) > 2g - 2, 
then the dimension I( D) of the vector space L( D) associ- 
ated with D is 
I(  D)  = degree( D) - g + 1. 
Theorem 2: Suppose that the curve C is regular and 
that n > mj and j 2 m - 2. For the minimum distance of 
the code H,( j )  we then have 
dmin 2 mj - 2g + 2. (2.11) 
Proof: Consider the subspace I = { f E ?IC is a fac- 
tor of f }. The vector space ? / I  has dimension k = mj - 
g + 1, cf. the proof of Theorem 1 and (2.10). If 
[ fO], . . . , [ fk ' 1  is a basis for this vector space, then 
(2.12) 1 [ f k - l ( K )  * .  . f k - l (Pr3  fo(P;) . . .  fo(Pnl) G =  fl(P;) - . .  fdP,') 
is a generator matrix for the code G,( j ) .  Let s = mj - 2g 
+l .  We will prove that any s columns of G are linearly 
independent. 
Let fo be chosen so that Op,(fo)s l  for i = l ; . . , n ,  
where Op,( fo)  is the order on the curve fo of the point PI.  
(For the existence of such an fo see below.') The curve fo 
cuts curve C in a divisor G with degree mj. Let L ( G )  be 
the vector space associated with G. The dimension of L( G )  
is I ( G )  = mj - g + 1 according to the Riemann-Roch the- 
orem. This is the same as the dimension of the vector space 
V, with basis { [ f l ] / [ f o ] l i  = 0; . -, k - l } ,  and since clearly 
V, C L ( G ) ,  we have V, = L ( G ) .  
'Let I be a line in PG(2, F)  not tangent to C in any of the points P,'. 
Since there are q2 + 9 + 1 lines in PG(2, q ) ,  the existence of I is guaran- 
teed by Lemma 1. Now f0 can be obtained by raising the equation of I to 
the power j .  
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Now, take any s rational points Prl; . ., PI,, and consider 
1- I ,  1 5 .  
the divisor 
G - G - p  - . . .  - p  
Since degree(G,) = mj - s = 2g - 1 > 2g - 2, it follows 
from Riemann-Roch that the dimension of L( G,) is l( G,) 
= I (  G )  - s = g. An element [ f,]/[ fO] E V, = L(G) belongs 
to L(Gl) if and only if f , (Pr , )=O,  j = l ; . . , s .  This 
follows by considering, from each point PI/ ,  the two 
cases fo( PI ) = 0 and fo( P,,) # 0 and using the fact that 
fo( P I / )  = 0 ’ iff ord PI,( fo) = 1. Therefore, the solutions 
(A o,. . . , X - 1) of the equations 
XOfO( P I / )  + ’ .  . + X & l f k - l (  PI,) = 0 ,  j = 1 ? -  ’ .  9 s  
(2.13) 
form a vector space of dimension g. This however, means 
that the rank of the matrix for the system (2.13) is k - g = s. 
Consequently, any s columns of G are linearly indepen- 
dent, and the minimum distance for the code H,( j )  is at 
least s + 1. 
We will briefly consider the question concerning the 
conditions under whch the codes H , ( j )  are of the form 
G c ( j ’ )  for some j’, that is, the condition under which the 
duals of the codes we consider are of the same kind. 
The reason for this question is that the decoding method 
works for the codes H,(J) ,  and it would be nice to have 
the generator matrix of ths  code. In general, this seems to 
be a difficult question [9], but based on formula (2.10) for 
the dimensions it is fairly easy to derive a necessary 
condition. 
Proposition I :  Let j ,  j’  2 m - 2, n > mj and n > mj’ If 
Hc( j )  = G,( j ’ ) ,  then m divides n ,  and j + j ’ =  m - 3 +  
( n / m ) -  
tion becomes p( w 3  + w + 1) = 0, and hence the given 
equation has three different solutions. 
Using Theorem 1, we have thus constructed codes G, 
corresponding to j = 2,3,4,5, with parameters 
(24,6,16) (24,10,12) (24,14,8) (24,18,4). 
From (2.2) and Theorem 2 it follows that the codes H ,  for 
j = 2,3,4,5, have parameters 
(24,18,4) (24,14,8) (24,10,12) (24,6,16). 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 give lower bounds on the 
minimum distance, but for the codes considered here it 
turn out to be easy to find codewords of minimum weight; 
thus the theorem actually gives the true distance. It is not a 
coincidence that length and dimension for the two series of 
codes above are identical because it can be shown that for 
these codes we have 
G,( j )  = H c ( 7 -  j ) ,  j =  2,3,4,5.  (2.14) 
It is clear that the necessary condition in Proposition 1 is 
satisfied for these codes, and (2.14) then follows either by 
direct calculation of the matrices or by arguing in the same 
manner as in the Appendix for another class of codes. 
111. CLASSES OF CODES 
To construct good codes of the type characterized in 
Section 11, we need irreducible curves of low genus and 
with a large number of rational points. We shall be inter- 
ested in obtaining infinite classes of good codes based on 
such curves. 
For any particular field F and q elements, the number 
of rational points is, of course, bounded above by the 
number of F-points in P 2 ,  
n I 42 + q + 1. Proof: If H,( j )  = Gc( j’), then n - k (  j )  = k(  j ‘ )  and 
therefore, Thus an infinite class of codes must use a sequence of 
alphabets of increasing size. 
Example 2: The projective line is described by the equa- n - (mj  - g + 1) = mjf - g + 1 
so tion 
n = m ( j ’  + j )  - 2g + 2 = m ( j’ + j )  - m ( m  - 3) x +  y + z = 0. 
from whch the proposition follows. 
We shall return to this in connection with the codes 
treated in the next section. We conclude this section with 
the following example. 
Example I :  Let C be the Klein quartic with the equa- 
tion 
x3y + y3z + 23x = 0 
and let F be GF(8). This curve is considered in [7] and it 
is known that C is regular with genus g = 3. If n is the 
number of rational points on C, Serre’s improvement of 
the Weil bound gives n I 24. 
It is actually easy to find 24 points in GF(8) on the 
curve, namely, the points (l,O,O), (O,l,O), (O,O, 1) and the 
21 points of the form ( l , P , y )  where f i  is any nonzero 
element of GF(8), and y is any one of the three different 
solutions to z 3  + p3z  + /? = 0. Putting z = p’w, the equa- 
It has degree m = l and genus g = 0, and n = q + l points: 
(0,1, - 1) and (1, a, - 1 - a), a E F. Using (2.10) and The- 
orem 2, we see that the code H,( j )  has dimension n - j - 1 
and minimum distance j + 2, and thus the code is maxi- 
mum distance separable (MDS). Using the polynomials 
xJ ,xJ- ’y ;  . ., y J  as a basis, we get the parity-check matrix 
of the doubly extended Reed-Solomon codes. 
For codes on a curve with genus g, we noted Serre’s 
improvement of Weil’s upper bound on the number of 
rational points (2.8). Actually, for q = p s ,  the number of 
rational points on an irreducible smooth curve is [14] 
2 g  
n , = I + q -  C a s .  (3.1) 
r = l  
Here the a, are pairs of complex conjugates with la,l= P ” / ~ .  
When n ,  is known for sufficiently many values of s, it is 
possible to find the a,  and obtain the number of points in 
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other fields. Sometimes as = - ps12 for all i, and n ,  at- 
tains the upper bound. 
Example 3: For the Hermitian curve described by the 
equation 
x P + l +  y P + '  + z P + l =  0 
the genus is g = ( 1 / 2 ) p (  p - 1)  and the degree is m = p + 1. 
We know that n 2  = 1 + p 3  [15],  and it follows that 
n ,  = I +  q - g ( i 6 ) ' -  g( - i6)' 
for s = 1 , 3  (mOd4) 
n ,  = 1 + q + 2 g f i ,  for s E 2(mod4) i"" 1+ q - 2 g f i ,  fors = O(mod4). 
For s = 2 (mod4) the parameters of the codes H,( j )  are 
n = 1 +  4 + P ( P  4 f i  
d 2 j (  p + 1) - p (  p - 1 )  + 2 
n - k = j (  p +1) - p (  p - 1 ) / 2 + l  
for 
p - 1 1  j < n / ( p + 1 )  
As demonstrated by Example 3, a family of codes derived 
from a fixed curve will satisfy 
lim n / q = 1  
and thus the codes are not significantly longer than 
Reed-Solomon codes. However, we may use the Hermi- 
tian curves as a basis for a more interesting class of codes, 
as suggested by van Lint [8]. 
Example 4: Let C be the curve given by the equation 
4 + m  
x r + l  + y r + l  + z r + l  = 0 
where q = r 2 .  The length of the codes is now n = q312 + 1. 
For two fields of particular interest we get q = 16: 
m = 5 ,  g = 6 and for 3 I j ~ 1 1 ,  the parameters of the 
codes are n = 65,  n - k = 5 j - 5 ,  d = 5 j - 1 0 .  For q = 256: 
m =17, g =120,  and for 15 I j I 240, the parameters of 
the codes are n = 4097, n - k = 17j - 119, d = 17j - 238. 
In a later section, we treat the decoding of these particu- 
lar codes in an example, and in the Appendix we show that 
for this class we have Gi( j )  = H,'(q - 2 -  j ) ,  fi - 2  5 j 
I q - fi. The codes of Example 4 attain the upper bound 
(2 .8)  and thus have the most favorable rates g / n .  When a 
code is derived from a plane curve, we note an additional 
restriction. 
Lemma 1: The number of rational points on a plane 
curve satisfies 
n I qm + m - q. ( 3 4  
Proof: If there is no rational point on the curve, the 
lemma is true. If there is a rational point on the curve, 
consider all the lines in PG(2, F )  through this point. All 
other rational points have to be on these lines. From the 
theorem of Bezout, every such line has rn points in com- 
mon with the curve. The number of these lines is IFI+ 1 = 
The factor m - 1 in the last expression comes from the fact 
that every line contains the fixed point. 
Combining (3.2) and (2.8), we see that the number of 
points can satisfy Weil's bound only when n 5 q312. Longer 
codes must have relatively large genus and are inferior to 
codes constructed from curves in spaces of higher dimen- 
sions. 
For q a square, it is known [4] that there exist curves for 
which 
g / n =  ( f i - - ~ ) - ' .  ( 3 . 3 )  
We shall consider classes of codes to be good if 
lim g / n  = 0. (3.4) 
q + m  
From (2.10) and (2.11) we find that for large j (3.4) 
implies 
lim d / ( n  - k )  = 1  (3 .5 )  
4 - m  
and thus the codes are close to being MDS for large q. It 
may be noted that none of the well-known classes of codes 
constructed by other methods (apart from Reed-Solomon 
codes) satisfy (3.5).  In particular, second-order BCH codes 
of length q2 do not have this property. 
Unfortunately, the literature gives only a few results on 
specific plane curves over finite fields. The following ex- 
amples demonstrate that, in some cases, good curves can 
be constructed from polynomials in a single variable. 
For m = q213, it follows from Lemma 1 that the best 
plane curves have n = q513. Thus g / n  will be of the order 
q-l13,  and the distances are inferior to the asymptotic 
result (3 .3)  but still good in the sense that (3.4) is satisfied. 
The following example gives a class of codes with approxi- 
mately these parameters. The advantage of this construc- 
tion is that it can be applied in cases where q is not a 
square. 
Example 5: Let p be a prime power, and 
U (  w )  = w p ' + l -  w + 1 
y P ' + L y - l  
and let y be a root of U .  Thus 
and direct calculation shows that 
Therefore, y is in GF( p3'), and U has p'+  1 distinct 
roots in GF(p3'). Making the substitution w = UP'- ' ,  we 
get 
U P z r - l  - U P r - l  + 1  
with p2' - 1 distinct roots in GF( p3') since p' -  1 divides 
p3' - 1. NOW, with the substitution U = z y p ' ,  we obtain 
Z Y  
p 2 r - 1  P 3 r - P 7 -  z y P 2 r -  P ' + l  
- zp2'- 1 1 - p r -  z p r -  1 p2' q + 1. In conclusion, n I ( q  + l ) ( m  - 1 ) + 1 =  qm + m - q. - Y y -p'+1 
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and the curve 
p'-1 pZr-1- z p ' - l  pZ'-l+ xp*'-l p r - 1 =  0 x z  Y Y 
which has ( p3' - 1)( p2' - 1) rational points with all coordi- 
nates nonzero and the additional points (l,O,O),(O, 1,0), 
(O,O,l) .  Klein's quartic may be considered as the first 
member of this sequence for p = 2 and r = 1. 
The approach taken in Example 5 may be extended to 
other polynomials. However, we do not have families of 
curves that yield good codes over all fields. To get a good 
code over a particular field, GF( p'),  we take a polynomial 
u ( w )  with coefficients in GF(p) and roots in GF(p'). By 
substituting y l  for w ,  multiplying by a power of y ,  and 
homogenizing with x ,  we obtain an equation for a curve. 
Usually, the curve has ( p' - l)deg( U )  rational points with 
nonzero coordinates and a few more with one coordinate 
equal to zero. It is necessary to check that the curve is 
irreducible. As discussed in Section 11, it is sufficient that 
the curve be regular. If there are singular points, it is 
necessary to ensure that these are not intersections of 
components of lower degree. Bezout's theorem may be 
used to predict the degree of such factors. The following 
example is the result of a computer search for curves that 
yield codes with low g / n  over some fields that were not 
covered by previous constructions. 
Exampfe 6: For the field GF(32) a complete search was 
done for binary polynomials and substitutions to find the 
best ratio g / n .  Using 
U ( W )  = w s +  w 2 + 1  
x2y2z5 + x7z2 + y9 = 0 
and w = yl'z, we get 
with 157 rational points. The points (O ,O,  1) and (1,0,0) are 
singular, but the curve is irreducible. Because of the two 
singular points, the genus is reduced by two, relative to 
(2.9): 
g = (9 - 1)(9 - 2)/2 - 2 = 26. 
Thus g / n  becomes 0.166. A similar search in GF(128) 
gave g / n  = 0.085 for the curve 
x3yz10 + x13z + $4 = 0 
which has 891 rational points. This curve was constructed 
from the polynomial 
U ( w ) = W1O + w + 1 
and the substitution w = ~ " ~ 2 .  
As noted earlier, a good code based on a plane curve 
cannot have length much greater than q3I2. To obtain 
longer codes, we must consider curves in spaces of higher 
dimension. If we restrict the curves considered to be inter- 
sections of hypersurfaces, it is possible to generalize our 
approach to such curves. We briefly discuss a particular 
class of codes in the following example. 
Example 7: Let q = p2', and consider the curve 
q'+ 1 
czp'+' . . .  I =o. 
p'+ 1 
c s  
The curve is regular if all (s - 2) X (s - 2) submatrices are 
nonsingular. For s sfi+l, such a matrix may be ob- 
tained as the parity-check matrix of an MDS code with 
alphabet GF( p') .  The p r  + 1st powers of the coordinates 
then form codewords in the MDS code. From the weight 
distribution of an MDS code we could find the exact 
number of nonzero coordinates. However, since most 
codewords in such a code have weight s, we may use the 
approximation 
where p' is the approximate number of codewords with 
first coordinate equal to one, and the remaining s - 1 
coordinates may assume p'+l  values in GF(p2'). The 
genus of the curve is approximately 
g (1/2)(s - 2 ) p - l ) .  
Thus for fixed s, g / n  vanishes for q -+ 00. In three-dimen- 
sional space s = 4, there are codes of length n = ( q  - 1)' 
and genus g = fi( q + fi - 1). In GF(64) these codes have 
parameters (3969,81k, 81(42 - k)) for 11 I k I 38. 
IV. DECODING PROCEDURES 
In Section I1 we constructed, for a given irreducible 
curve C ,  two kinds of codes, G,( j )  and H c ( j ) .  For the 
codes H,( j)-or shortened versions thereof-it follows 
from Theorem 2 that the number 
D = mj - 2g + 2 
is a lower bound on the minimum distance. This number D 
is called the designed distance for the code in question. In 
the following, we shall describe a decoding procedure 
for these codes which turns out to be a generalization 
of the well-known Peterson algorithm for decoding 
Reed-Solomon codes [16, sec. 9.41. In the general setup, 
t h s  procedure does not correct errors up to half the 
designed distance but only up to a smaller number. For all 
the examples we have considered it has been possible to 
extend the general method in such a way that any number 
of errors up to half the designed distance can be corrected. 
However, we have not yet been able to describe and prove 
such extensions for the general case. 
Let us consider an absolutely irreducible plane curve 
C ( x ,  y ,  2 ) .  Among the rational points on this curve we 
only take points of the form (1, y,, z , ) .  These points are 
denoted Q,, . . . , Q,. 
Let H i (  j )  be the code whose parity-check matrix is 
obtained from the parity-check matrix of H,( j )  by delet- 
ing the columns corresponding to the points (0, y,, z , ) .  
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More precisely, if 
then 
As before, m is the degree of C and g the genus of C ,  and 
in accordance with (2.10) we define the number k ( j ) ,  
( j 2 m - 2 )  as 
GI ( j )  = [ ( f ( Q1) ). . . f( e,)) If E 7 ] (4-1) 
H ; ( j ) = G C ! ( j ) ' .  ( 4 4  
k ( j ) = m j - g + I .  (4.3) 
From Theorem 1 and its proof, and Theorem 2, we have 
the following. 
Theorem 3: Suppose that n > mj and j 2 m - 2. Then 
for the code H i (  j )  with length n,  the dimension is n - 
k( j ) ,  and the minimum distance satisfies 
dmin 2 mj -2g +2 = k( j ) -  g + I .  (4.4) 
We now consider a code H i (  j )  for which the assump- 
tions in Theorem 3 are satisfied. Let f,; . ., f , - ,  be the 
polynomials x ' l y ~ z z / ~ ,  j ,  + j ,  + j ,  = j ,  where s = ( j ;2). 
Then 
H =  { f , ( Q / ) } ,  i = O ; . .  , s - l ,  f = l , . - .  , n  (4.5) 
is a parity-check matrix for H ; ( j ) .  Since we only insert 
points QI with first coordinate equal to 1, it is sufficient 
instead of the f ,  to consider the polynomials in two 
variables 
i, + i ,  I j .  (4.6) 
. .  
' P ; ( Y ,  z )  = ( P , ~ , , ~ ( Y ,  2 )  = yi1Zi2, 
The notation in (4.6) implicitly involves an arrangement 
of the pairs (i , ,  i,), i ,  + i ,  I j ,  in a sequence. We shall use 
the ordering known from Cauchy multiplication of series, 
that is, the pairs are arranged in the sequence (O,O), 
(1,0),(0,1),(2,0),(1,1)-.-, etc. By 7 we denote the map 
for which 7( i,, i,) = i in (4.6). It can be seen that ~ ( i , ,  i,) 
= (1/2)( i, + i ,  + 1)( i, + i 2 )  + i,, and to find ~ - l (  i ) ,  first 
\ L . l  
If we put 
Q;= ( Y / ,  z / ) ,  1=1,*  * - 3  n (4.7) 
we can write the matrix (4.5) as 
H =  {rp,(Q;)}, i = O ; . .  , s - 1 ,  f = 1 ; * .  , n. (4.8) 
Recall that the designed distance is defined as 
(4.9) D = mj - 2g + 2. 
In the following analysis, t denotes an (unknown) number, 
t s ( D  - 1)/2,  and we suppose that the actual number of 
errors is less than or equal to t. 
We then develop a decoding algorithm, and to make this 
algorithm work, we have to put restrictions on t. The final 
value of t is implicit in the inequalities in Theorem 4. 
Now let us consider a vector U, for which U - e E H i (  j ) ,  
where the error vector e is nonzero for at most t positions. 
We then calculate the vector Hu= He. It will be conve- 
nient to look at exactly t positions in e.  Let I denote the 
set of these indices, and let e, denote the value at position 
i E I .  If S = He and S = (So, S,; . ., SS-,),  we then have 
s/ , , / ,=s/= e,y)z?, T ( f l , f 2 ) = f ,  f=O;..,s--I. 
(4.10) 
In the decoding situation, we know the vector S and, 
assuming that at most t errors have occurred, we know 
that equation (4.10) has a unique solution. Some of the 
values e,  for t h s  solution may be zero, namely, when the 
actual number of errors is less than t. The decoding 
problem is then to determine from (4.10) the error posi- 
tions I and the error values e,. 
The key idea in the decoding algorithm we shall describe 
is the following: we first determine a locator polynomial 
u ( y ,  z )  which among its roots has the points Q,', i E I. By 
intersecting the curve given by u(y, z )  = 0 and the given 
curve (where x =l), we find possible error positions. In- 
serting these points in an equation corresponding to (4.10), 
but possibly with more than t points, we obtain a system 
of equations from which the values e, are calculated. 
Before describing the details, we illustrate the idea in the 
following example. 
Example 8: We consider the code obtained from Exam- 
ple 1 by shortening by two positions for which x = 0. It is 
a (22,12,8)-code. In this example we shall demonstrate 
how at most three errors may be corrected. 
i E J  
The ten syndrome equations (4.10) may be written 
3 
e,y)zfZ = s / ~ / ~ ,  f1 + I, I 3. 
I = 1  
We now assume that we have received a word such that the 
values of the syndromes are given by S,= a5, &,=a, 
= a6, and S,, = a,. If the errors were located on a straight 
line, we could find a nonzero error locator U, + u,,y + u,,z 
which would be a linear recursion among the syndromes; 
namely, since 
So, = a6, s,, = a6, s,, = a, So, = a5, s,, = a5, s,, = 0, s,, 
((Joe + U I O Y  + ~ o l z ) s / , , / , =  07 
%os/1/*+ ~ o P / l + l , / 2 +  f J01~/ , , / ,+1=0~ 
we get 
However, the syndromes do not satisfy such a relation. By 
adding a second-order term, we can always find a locator 
polynomial 
U( y ,  z )  = y2 + u,,y + u,,z + am. 
By the same reasoning as before, the coefficients may be 
determined by requiring that U be a recursion among the 
known syndromes: 
which implies u ( y ,  z )  = y 2  + a'y + a5z, where a is a root 
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of x3 + x + 1. Intersecting C and U, we obtain the five 
points (l,O,O), (1,1, m), (1, L Y , ~ ) ,  (1, m3, a3) ,  and (1, a4, 1). If 
product on the right side of (4.18) is 
t 
we expand the syndrome equations to include these five c Y;? : :~ l , ,Y :z~  
points, we get a unique solution: ell = 1, eI2 = a’, e13 = 0, 1 1 = 1  
e .  =a, e,  =U. 
The important term in the decoding is a certain matrix 
s, whose construction we will now describe. First, how- 
14 
ever, we assume the existence of a number h such that Lemma 4: The matrix F has rank t .  
t +lI k ( h )  I D - g -  t .  (4.11) Proof: Consider the code If,( h’). By (4.15) F consists 
of t columns of a parity-check matrix for this code, namely, 
the t columns corresponding to the points (1, yi,, z ,~ , ) ,  
U = 1,.  . ., t .  The minimum distance of H,.(h’) is by Theo- 
rem 2 greater than or equal to mh‘- 2g + 2. However, by 
(4.13) we have 
t < k (  h ’ ) -  g + I  = mh’-2g + 2  
Clearly, (4.11) implies that 
D - g - 1  
(4.12) 
2 .  
t I  
If h’ = j - h ,  we have 
k ( h’) = k ( j - h ) = mj - 2g + 2 - k ( h ) 
provided that h 2 rn - 2 and j - h 2 m - 2. In this case, it 
follows from (4.11) that 
k (  h‘) 2 t + g.  (4.13) 
and the lemma follows. 
Next, let us consider the following system of equations: 
sa = 0. (4.19) 
To summarize, we assume the existence of a number h 
such that rn - 2 I h I j - rn + 2 and (4.11) is satisfied. 
Putting h ,  = (1/2)(h +l)(h +2) and h; = (1/2)(h’+l)(h’ 
+ 2), we define S by 
For any solution U = ( uo, U,,. . . , ah, - 1) to (4.19) let a( y ,  z )  
be the polynomial in two variables 
u ( y , z )  = ~ u U h y u z b ,  T ( a , b )  E {O;-* ,h , -1} .  
(4.20) 
Note that the degree of a(y, z )  is at most h ,  and a,, = 
Lemma 5: Let U be any solution to (4.19), and let 
{ a/ ,r  1, I =  O , . . . ,  h; -1,  r = O , . . . ,  h ,  -1 
where 
‘T (u ,h ) -  
a/ ,  r = S/ ,  + r l ,  / 2  + r2 
(y,(,, z , ~ , )  be a point where i ,  E I and e,,,# 0. Then 
~ ( l ~ , l ~ )  =1  7 ( r 1 , r 2 )  = r .  (4.14) 
ZJ  = 0 .  
Proof: Since by Lemma 3 Lemma 2: For any I and r in (4.14), we have 
I ,  + r, + I ,  + r2 I j .  Sa = P( EPu)  
Proof: From (4.14) and the definition of T ,  we have 
I ,  + I, I h’ and r, + r, I h.  
This means that all terms Sa,b  is f are known. Let us 
denote the indices in I in (4.10) by i,, i , ; . . , i t ,  and 
consider the following three matrices: 
F =  { b / , u } ,  I = O , * . .  , h ; - l ,  ~ = l , . . . , t  
b l ,u  = y/iz:i T( I,, 1 2 )  = 1 (4.15) 
E =  { e u , , } ,  u = l ; * .  > t ,  U =1; * e ,  t 
and since by Lemma 4 the matrix F has rank t ,  any 
solution to (4.19) satisfies 
EPu = 0. (4.21) 
The component at position number U of the vector on the 
left side of (4.21) is 
q - 1  c e,,,dl>.s% = e,c,Cv;:qf% 
= (Y,,,, Z I c , ) .  
4 = 
s = o  S 
e u , u  = e;” c,,,=O U Z U  (4.16) Since by (4.12) this quantity is zero, the lemma follows. 
P =  { l i t , . ‘ } ,  u = l ; . - , t ,  r = 0 ; .  - ,  h, -1  For any polynomial a(y, z )  in (4.20), we put 
a(x ,  y ,  2 )  = Ca,,xh-“-h Y Z ,  4,‘ = vl;z:”2 4 1 1 ,  r2) = r .  (4.17) 
Lemma 3: The following decomposition holds: 
T ( a , b )  E { 0 ; ~ - , h 1 - 1 } .  
We shall use the phrase “the curve C(x, y ,  2) is not a 
divisor of a( y ,  z)” to mean that C( x, y ,  z )  is not a divisor 
We then have the following lemma. 
s= FEP. (4.18) of the above polynomial u(x, y ,  z ) .  
Lemma 6: The system of equations (4.19) always has a 
solution U such that the corresponding polynomial a(y, z )  
does not have the curve C as a divisor. 
Proof: The r th  column in E p  is the vector ( e l u y ~ z ~ ) ,  
U = 1,. * e ,  1. Hence the element at position (1, r )  in the 
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Proof: The system (4.19) has h,  unknowns and by 
Lemma 3 the rank of s is at most t. Hence for any fixed 
h,  - ( t  + 1 )  positions, there is a proper solution to (4.19) 
which is zero at these positions. 
Consider a fixed term x ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ z ~  in the equation for 
the curve C for which a + b is maximal. Suppose that 
C(x, y ,  z) is a divisor of a(x, y ,  z). Then a(x, y ,  z) con- 
tains terms of the form P ( x ,  y ,  z ) x ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ z ~ ,  where the 
degree of  the polynomial P ( x ,  y 9  z) is h - m .  These terms 
correspond to at most 
(4.22) 
terms in a(y,  z). Therefore, if the coefficients for these 
terms are all zero, then a(y,  z) cannot have C as a divisor. 
The lemma now follows if 
h - m + 2  < h , - ( t + l ) .  ( 2 1 -  
This, however, is the same as 
( n + 2  2 ) - (  h - m  + 2  ) > t + l ;  
that is, k( h )  2 t + 1, which is satisfied by the definition 
of h.  
We now describe the decoding algorithm. 
1. 
2. 
For the received vector U, calculate the syndrome 
vector S = Hu. 
Consider the matrix s defined in (4.14). Find the 
solution U to the system (4.19) for which the corre- 
sponding polynomial a( y ,  z) has minimal degree 
and does not have the curve C as divisor. 
Find, among the points Q;; . ., Q;,  those points Ql, 
for which .(e;) = 0. Denote these points by 
Insert the coordinates for Q;’; . -, Q;! in the system 
of equations (4.10), and calculate the values e,. 
Theorem 4: The algorithm just described corrects t er- 
3. 
Q;’, Q g , .  * . , Q,!:. 
4. 
rors if there exists a number h such that 
among the positions Q;’; . 0 ,  Q,‘:. The positions for which 
ei # 0 are then the error positions, and e ,  the correspond- 
ing error values. 
If we consider the Reed-Solomon code coming from the 
projective line as in Example 2 and wish to correct t 
errors, this is possible for t I ( D  - 1 ) / 2 ,  since h = 
( j  + 1 ) / 2  satisfies the conditions in Theorem 4.  It then 
follows from the parity-check matrix that the matrix s 
used in the decoding algorithm is the well-known syn- 
drome matrix in the Peterson algorithm and that the 
a-polynomial is the ordinary error locator polynomial in 
one variable (no z’s). Of course, in this case the error 
values can be found by the standard method. 
V. DECODING EXAMPLES 
In this section we apply the decoding algorithm derived 
in Section IV to some specific codes, and we discuss details 
and extensions of the algorithm. In Example 8 we demon- 
strated how a small code can be decoded using the tech- 
nique of a two-variable error locator polynomial. In such 
small examples the restrictions and difficulties of the gen- 
eral case do not arise, and in fact, all of the codes based on 
Klein’s quartic can be decoded for t < d / 2  in a similar 
way. For simplicity, we shall specifically consider codes on 
Hermitian curves, although the decoding of other codes 
discussed in Section I11 differs only in certain minor 
details. 
(4.14) we have included all syn- 
dromes of sufficiently low degree to simplify the notation. 
The problem of finding independent equations and inde- 
pendent terms in a is then treated separately. In the case 
of the Hermitian curves we shall reduce the size of s from 
the start by considering only syndromes s u b  with b < m .  
Similarly, we exclude multiples of C from U by allowing 
only terms au,yuzh with b < m .  As before, h is the maxi- 
mal degree of U, and we may now write the number of 
coefficients as 
In the definition of 
t +1 I k ( h )  I D - g -  t h , = k ( h ) .  
where m - 2 1 h 1  j - m + 2 .  
Proof: Most of the proof follows directly from the 
preceding lemmas. By Lemma 5 ,  the polynomial a(y, z )  
determined in step 2 has among its roots all the error 
positions. It may have other roots among the points 
Q;, . . . , Q;. Whatever the case, since a( y ,  z) does not have 
the curve C as a divisor, it follows from the Theorem of 
Bezout that for the number t’ in step 3, we have t’s mh. 
From (4.13) it follows that k ( j  - h )  2 t + g, which gives 
mj - 2 g  + 1 >  mh + t ,  and therefore, mh I mj -2g + 2  = D. 
This implies that the system considered in step 4 has a 
unique solution. If there were two different solutions, we 
would be able to construct a codeword of weight greater 
than zero and less than D by adding these two solutions. 
Indeed, the sum of the two solutions has weight less than 
D since the nonzero components of this word have to be 
Similarly, h’ is the madmal degree of the syndromes in 
any equation in the system (4.10), and the number of 
equations may be expressed as 
s =  h ; = k ( h ’ ) .  
The codes over GF(16) provide a simple example where 
the general form of Theorem 4 applies. 
Example 9: In Example 4 we found the parameters of 
codes over GF(16) based on the Hermitian curve with 
m = 5 .  We reduce the length of the code by the five 
positions with x = 0 and obtain the codes (60,30,25), 
(60 ,20 ,35) ,  and (60,10,45). For the first of these codes, 
Theorem 4 says that taking h = 3 the decoding algorithm 
will correct nine errors. Thus from the 30 independent 
syndromes Su, h with b < 5 we calculate the remaining six 
of degree I 7, using the fact that z5 = y s  + 1 .  We get 15 
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equations and must determine U of degree 5 3 with ten 
coefficients. In this case, all terms of degree 3 are used 
since b < m. In what follows, we assume that we have 
calculated the syndromes Sa,b and that they are given in 
the following matrices; we write the integer i for the field 
element a’, where a is a primitive element in GF(16); * 









‘ 1  2 
‘03 
1 0 * 1 8 0 * 9 2 0 4  
* 8 0 9 2 0 1 1 4 9 4  
1 0  * 2 0 4 1 4  9 4 1 2  
8 9 2 1 1 4  9 1 0 1 4  8 1 
0 2 0 1 4  9 4 1 4  8 1 5  
* 0 4 9 4 1 2  8 1 5  * 
9 1 1 4 1 0 1 4  8 2 3 2 1 4  
2 1 4  9 1 4  8 1 3  2 1 4  7 
0 9 4 8 1 5  2 1 4  7 2 
4 4 1 2  1 5  * 1 4  7 2 9 
1 1 0 1 4  2 3 2 3 1 1  2 9 
1 4 1 4  8 3 2 1 4 1 1  2 9 * 
9 8 1 2 1 4  7 2 9 * 1 3  
4 1 5 1 4  7 2 9 * 1 3 1 2  
12 5 * 7 7 9 * 1 3 1 2  2 
= 0. 
We may solve this system to obtain the unique solution 
U =I  + a4y + a5z + d 3 y 2  + a7zy + a5t2  + d 2 y 3  
+ a3y2z + a8yz2 + z 3 .  
Since U has degree 3, there may be 15 intersections with 
C.  In this case 14 of the points have x # 0. We list ( y ,  z ) :  
(0 ,  I), (0, a 3 ) ,  (0, a12) ,  (1,0), (a, a14) ,  ( a2,  a lo ) ,  
(a2,  a7), (2 ,  a13), (a5, a y ,  (a10, a14), 
( a 7 ,  a 5 ) , ( a 6 , 0 ) , ( a 1 3 ,  a 2 ) , ( a 1 2 , 0 ) .  
We now solve the 30 independent syndrome equations 
with these points inserted to find the error values, of which 
at most nine are assumed to be nonzero. Taken in the same 
order as the locations, the e, are 
a5, a ~ , ~ ,  i,o, a 1 3 , 0 ,  2, a l ~ , o ,  a2, a8,0, ffs. 
Since a curve of degree 2 may intersect C in 10 points, it 
may occur that there is an error locator of degree 2. 
Consider the following example: 
819 
= 0. 
This system has rank only 7, but we get a unique solution 
of degree 2 
U =1+ y + y2. 
(a5, a )  (a’, a4) (a5, a’) (2, d o )  (a5, a13) 
( d o ,  a2) ( d o ,  a’) (a’0, ay (a1o, all)  (OLIO, a14). 
a 5 ,  ,23,1, a 3 ,  alo,  a2,0, as. 
There are 10 points on the curve with y = a5 or y = do. 
The error values are found as before: 
As mentioned in the beginning of Section IV, we have 
found it possible to decode all errors of weight t < d/2 in 
the cases we have investigated. If j = 6 ,  then the code 
parameters are (60,35,20). Again we shall correct nine 
errors, and consider the first 25 syndromes in the two 
numerical cases treated earlier. In the first case we get ten 
equations and find the same unique solution for a U of 
degree 3. In the second case the ten equations have low 
rank, and we do not immediately get a solution. However, 
if we assume that U has degree 2, the last five equations 
involve only the known syndromes, and we again find the 
same solution as before. If U has degree 3, but some of the 
leading coefficients are zero, it is always possible to obtain 
additional equations. However, we have not found a proof 
that the system has sufficiently high rank, and we shall not 
discuss these cases in further detail. 
For practical applications, the codes over GF(256) are 
particularly interesting. We shall discuss such codes in the 
following example and concentrate on a code with rate 
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close to 7/8, which is the rate used in some systems using 
concatenated codes. 
Example 10: In Example 4 we found the parameters of 
codes over GF(256) derived from Hermitian curves. If we 
exclude points with x = 0, the length becomes n = 4080. 
Theorem 4 is satisfied by 102 codes with 15 I h I 116. For 
this sequence of codes the dimension decreases and the 
minimum distance increases in steps of 34 from 
(4080,3570,391) to (4080,136,3825). The first of these 
codes will correct 135 errors if the decoding algorithm of 
Section IV is used. As indicated in the beginning of this 
section, the matrix s is reduced to 255 X 136, and we solve 
for a locator polynomial with 136 coefficients. If there are 
135 errors, we have 8<degree(a)115. For a locator 
polynomial of degree 15, there may be 255 intersections 
with C.  From the 510 syndrome equations, we obtain the 
error values, of which at most 135 are assumed to be 
nonzsro. 
It would be interesting to extend the decoding algorithm 
in several directions. We lack a general proof that all 
errors of weight < d/2 can be corrected. Further, it would 
be interesting to decode the high-rate codes which are 
excluded by the assumptions in Theorem 4, and it would 
be of interest to include the points with x = 0. It appears 
to be a straightforward generalization to apply the same 
algorithm to the codes in higher dimensional space de- 
scribed in Example 7. 
As mentioned in earlier sections, the decoding algorithm 
may be seen as a generalization of Peterson’s algorithm for 
BCH codes. For long codes the algorithm involves very 
time-consuming solutions of systems of linear equations. It 
would be a major improvement if more efficient algo- 
rithms similar to those available for BCH codes could be 
found. 
VI. DISCUSSION 
We have treated algebraic geometry codes in terms 
which should be familiar to readers with a background in 
standard coding theory. Many details in the construction 
of generator and parity-check matrices, and in the decod- 
ing algorithm, are closely related to methods with a long 
tradition in coding theory. 
The use of projective geometries in the construction of 
error-correcting codes is not new, either. The essentially 
new aspect is the restriction of the space to the points on a 
curve and the results directly related to the properties of 
the curve. 
The new codes are better than any previously known 
when the alphabet is large enough. This is true even for 
codes of moderate length. Unfortunately, our knowledge 
of good curves over finite fields is still rather limited, and 
more extensive work in this direction is needed. 
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APPENDIX 
We will prove that for the Hermitian curves given by the 
equation (Example 4) x‘+’ + y“’ + z r t ’  = 0 over F =  GF(q), 
where q = r 2 ,  we have 
Y‘( J )  =G,‘( (I -2- J )  d i  - 2 I J I 4 - Jzi 
The curve has q3I2  - q’/’= r3  - r points with x coordinate 
equal to 1, and hence gives codes H,‘ (J )  of length n = r 3 - r .  
Since r + 1 divides r3 - r (with quotient r 2  - r ) ,  the necessary 
condition in Proposition 1 is satisfied. 
To prove the statement we have to show that if F ( y ,  z )  is any 
polynomial of degree less than or equal to r2 - 2 = s, then 
c F ( y , z ) = O .  (1)  
(1.  y . 2 )  E c 
We write F ( y ,  z )  as 
S S 
F ( y , z )  = u p ’ +  b /Z/+ u,,y‘z/. (2) 
J = 0  J = 1  l > O . J > O  
I + J 5 S  
The points (1, y ,  z )  of C have the form (1, a,O), where a is one of 
the r +1 elements of GF(r2) ,  where a“’ = -1, or the form 
(1, a$)  where a is an element of GF(r2) ,  where art ’  # - 1 and 
/3 is any one of the r + 1 solutions to zr+ ’  = - 1 - ari ’. 
The term E;=oa,y’ then contributes nu,, +E’,=oa,E.,,~,F(r2)a/ 
= 0 to (1) since r divides n and j I r2 - 2  [15, p. 3211. The 
term C”,=,b,z’ contributes (for a fixed a,  where a r t ’ #  -1 )  
E;=lb,X:sa’ = 0 to (1) since the inner sum is the sum of the roots 
of the equation z r + ’ = ( - - 1 - a r + ’ ) / .  
The last term 
c a,,y’z/ 
I >  0, J > 0  
I t J S S  
contributes 
c a, ,  c af c P I  
l > O , J > O  a P 
I +  J S S  d + l  # - 1  B r + I = - l - a r + l  
which, by the same reasoning, is zero. This result proves the fact 
corresponding to [9, theorem 21 for the codes we consider. 
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